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Statement of Purpose 
 
At Highfield School we strive to provide a 
supportive, safe, nurturing and rich 
environment that ensures the best possible 
progress for all our learners. We celebrate 
the small and larger steps of progress our 
learners make.  
 
We continually review and develop our 
provision to meet the changing needs of 
our school population. Communication, 
social and emotional needs are central to 
providing an outstanding level of provision. 
We aim to provide a fun, child centred and 
flexible curriculum that teaches skills for 
life and sets learners up well for their 
future.  

 

 
 

 
The School Plan summarises how the school aspires 
to develop. It outlines who is responsible for 
development areas, and the timescales for any 
actions.  
 
A separate self-evaluation document includes 
judgements in each area, and gives specific evidence 
statements to support the judgements made. 
 
Our School Plan aims to be a clear, flexible document 
that stakeholders have ownership over and input into. 
It aims to give a clear summary of progress towards 
agreed targets which is updated regularly. It should be 
clear and concise and have pupil needs at the centre. 
 
A summary is available to view on the school website. 
Staff are updated on progress and future actions 
through whole staff briefings, parents through letters 
home and consulted through parental surveys and 
pupils through School Council and pupil voice surveys. 
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Highfield’s last inspection was in October 2014, and the areas identified for further improvement were to: 

Improve the teaching and learning of pupils with profound and multiple learning difficulties by:  

 making sure that this aspect of the school’s work is led by a member of staff who has had specialist training in profound and multiple learning difficulties  

 providing further training for other staff in the teaching and learning of pupils with the most profound and complex needs  

 making sure that teachers use their teaching assistants to best effect in lessons to support these pupils’ development  

 focusing ongoing checks on teachers’ work on the impact it has on these pupils’ progress 
  
Raise the achievement of students in the sixth form by:  

 extending opportunities for them to learn through activities linked to real life and the world of work  

 deepening the way the project at Anglesey Abbey is used to promote students’ individual learning  

 drawing on examples of best practice in other schools to make the curriculum more innovative and to overcome the current lack of space on the school site 
 

 
.  

 

Taking this into account, over the next three years Highfield aims to achieve the following: 
 

o Develop and consolidate the provision for pupils with the highest needs, including leaners with Profound and Multiple Learning Difficulties 

o Ensure that our learners are exceptionally well prepared for the next step in the learning or employment, focusing on the development of our work 
related learning opportunities in Key Stage 4 and Sixth Form, and extending our offer in KS4 to include Level One courses 

o Continuing to track the progress of each pupil and groups of learners, working with the staff team to raise progress where it is not as good as it could be 

o Amend assessment and monitoring systems to reflect the breadth of progress our pupils make, not just on curriculum subjects 

o Have self-evaluation evidence that outlines clearly that provision for learners and their families is at least Good in all areas  

o Use research to inform and develop our practice 

o Work in partnership with the Active Learning Trust in opening the new area special school in Littleport 

o Draw up an offer for KS4 and Sixth Form students that incorporates both Highfield sites 
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Outcomes for children and learners        Monitoring: Full Governing Body  
 

Expected Impact 

1) Learners in Sixth Form and Key Stage 4 have extended opportunities for them to learn through activities linked to real life 
and the world of work, and independent travel 

2) Our Higher Achieving Students in Key Stage 4 are able to access Level One courses, reflecting a more appropriate level of 
challenge 

3) Progress for learners in the High Needs classes can be judged overall as Good or better 
4) Opportunities for pupils are at least ‘Good’ throughout the school.  
5) Progress within ‘wider’ outcomes for pupils are captured and progress tracked within individual pupil plans 
6) The progress for those eligible for Pupil Premium and Pupil Premium Plus funding compares favourably to other groups of 

pupils in the school 
7) Learners progress is not slowed when they leave Highfield 
8) Provision is developing over time and is ‘at least Good’     
9) Parents are more clearly aware of the learning and progress their child is making                                                   RAG 

Success Measure 

1 Plans are in place for further developing the Sixth Form curriculum and Key Stage 4, including 
increased WRL and independent travel opportunities 

February 2017 July 2017 

2 Provision is in place for students to access learning within Level One courses February 2017 July 2017 

3 There is clear progress evidence for learners in the High Needs groups, and this clearly shows that 
it is Good or better overall 

February 2017 July 2017 

4 Senior and middle leaders use lesson observations and data in subject and curriculum plans, 
identifying and addressing gaps 

February 2017 July 2017 

5 Assessment systems are reviewed and revised for the better, including IEPs and EHC Plans February 2017 July 2017 

6 Clear evidence is in place that demonstrates the progress of Pupil Premium pupils and LAC is in 
place 

February 2017 July 2017 

7 A system is in place for supporting leavers through the year after they leave Highfield February 2017 July 2017 

8 Clear evidence can be easily found to back up self-evaluation judgements in this area, and 
demonstrates improvement over time 

February 2017 July 2017 

Autumn 2016 
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Tasks (including cost and time if relevant) Implementation  Timescale Evaluation  – Full GB & HT Location of evidence 

2 Broaden provision in KS4 for Higher Achieving students 
into Functional Skills English and Maths - Identify student 
group 

LH September 2016 
Achieved. 5 students identified and 
studying in this group now 

Upper School planning 

2 Use JCQ Exam Centre checklist to identify actions for 
setting Highfield up as an Exam Centre 

LH & SB September 2016 
Achieved. Storage being ordered, policies 
amended for Highfield. Next step to fit 
storage and organise inspection 

Policies file, order 

1 Staff member identified to take on organisation of work 
placements 

LH & SB September 2016 Achieved, one of our L4s has taken this on Support meeting notes 

7 Format drawn up for tracking learners termly in the year 
after they leave. First phone call to College, student/parents 

AM October 2016 
Achieved. All phoned, 3 left messages for. 
Some issues discussed 

Contact records 

3 Evaluate success to date of High Needs provision – for 
pupils within HN classes and those in the remainder. Draw 
up next steps 

NT October 2016 
Achieved through regular meetings with 
Dept lead 

Support meeting notes, 
progress meeting notes 

1 Work experience placements – approach Ely Business 
Hub and CVC 6

th
 Form for starting information. Identify 

students who would benefit best initially 
CT, LH & SB October 2016 

Achieved. One workplace identified, Career 
event to be visited 

Work experience folder 
with CT 

1 Evidence in place for success of Café Highfield for 
students 

LT & LH November 2016   

3, 6, 8 Gather data for pupil progress – CASPA / B2 / 
Progress meetings and circulate to teachers 

SB / NL September 2016 
Achieved, some progress meetings taken 
place 

Progress meeting notes 

2 Progress meetings with teachers take place, discussing 
individual pupil progress and identifying actions where 
necessary. Identifying specifically PP and PP+ pupils and 
planning for expenditure 

NL & SB November 2016 
Achieved. Headlines to be drawn up as a 
result of discussions 

 

6 Data upload from B2 to CASPA TM & AM November 2016 Achieved CASPA 

6 Compare the progress of vulnerable groups using other 
benchmarks than in-school 

SB November 2016   
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5 Plan in place to review the use of IEPs, changing to use 
Outcomes from EHC Plans 

SB December 2016 

Achieved, decided to stay with IEPs based 
on EHC outcomes but with ongoing 
individual monitoring evidence based on 
observation training 

Individual pupil 
files/display info 

6 Analyse CASPA data upload, action or plan for 
addressing anything that needs appears to be an issue 

NL & SB December 2016   

4 Focus on outcomes and ascribe some numerical values 
e.g. how many will achieve what and by when 

YS, NL & SB December 2016   

Spring 2017 
Tasks (including cost and time if relevant) Implementation  Timescale Evaluation – Full GB & HT Location of evidence 

4 ‘Progress Points’ demonstrates clearly where students 
are achieving well and there are areas to improve 

LH January 2017   

1 Work experience placements – initial visits for some 
students to placements 

CT, LH & SB January 2017   

2 Highfield is registered as an Exam Centre LH, PE & SB February 2017   

3 Evaluate success to date of High Needs provision – for 
pupils within HN classes and those in the remainder. Draw 
up next steps 

NT February 2017   

1, 2 & 4 Review provision for learners in KS4 & 6
th
 Form, 

drawing up next steps  
LH & SB February 2017   

5 Outcomes used from EHC Plans in place of IEPs SB February 2017   

1 Review Social Enterprise plan MB & SB February 2017   

6 Review PP and Sports Premium information on the 
website using current data 

SB March 2017   

7 Second phone call to student/college tracking Leavers  AM March 2017   
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9 Format for home school diaries is trialled to be based on 
‘what the pupil has learnt 

SMLT March 2017   

Summer 2017 
Tasks (including cost and time if relevant) Implementation  Timescale Evaluation – Full GB & HT Location of evidence 

1 Review Social Enterprise plan MB & SB May 2017   

1 Independent Travel sessions in place for identified 
students 

LH May 2017   

1 Work experience placements – review success of 
placements through annual reviews, student and employer 
feedback 

CT, LH & SB June 2017   

5 Review and make any necessary changes to the use of 
Outcomes instead of IEPs for next academic year. Roll in 
data – how many Outcomes have been achieved? Use in 
data evidence 

SB June 2017   

3 Evaluate success to date of High Needs provision – for 
pupils within HN classes and those in the remainder. Draw 
up next steps 

NT June 2017   

1, 2 & 4 Review provision for learners in KS4 & 6
th
 Form, 

drawing up next steps  
LH & SB June 2017   

7 Final phone call tracking learners termly in the year after 
they leave. Case studies for a cross section drawn up 

AM June 2017   

9 Format for reporting to parents is reviewed SMLT June 2017   

8 Review self-evaluation evidence, leading into next year in 
this area 

SMLT 
End Summer 

term 
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Quality of teaching, learning and assessment      Monitoring: Governors Personnel committee 
 

Expected Impact 

1) All groups of pupils receive an educational experience that is Good or Outstanding 
2) Pupils within the High Needs classes experience a standard of teaching that is consistently Good and improving 
3) Pupils within High Needs and attaining around P4 and P5 have their progress effectively monitored, demonstrating progress 

that is good or better 
4) Interventions are adapted as necessary to add positively to the options pupils are able to access as part of their provision 
5) The curriculum overall meets the range of learners needs 
6) The best use is made of learning time for pupils 
7) Teaching Assistant support is used effectively and efficiently to support each pupil 
8) There is a consistent focus on what pupils are ‘learning’, not what they are ‘doing’ 
9) Provision is developing over time and is ‘at least Good’                                                                                         RAG 

Success Measure 

1 Robust evidence is collated that backs up judgements in quality of teaching, learning and 
assessment 

February 2017 July 2017 

2 Pupils in the high needs classes receive a standard of teaching that is in line with the remainder of 
teaching in the school 

February 2017 July 2017 

3 Routes for Learning is extended by the Leader for High Needs provision to incorporate P4 and P5 February 2017 July 2017 

4 Audit of interventions is undertaken using data and other evidence, any gaps or overlaps 
addressed 

February 2017 July 2017 

5 A curriculum provision map is developed demonstrating routes through the school for learners, any 
gaps addressed 

February 2017 July 2017 

6 Lesson observations and plans show there is less of a ‘one size fits all’ approach, and more 
individual support 

February 2017 July 2017 

7 Teaching Assistants are supporting pupils at all times in their learning, assessment of pupil 
progress, being aware of planning, etc. 

February 2017 July 2017 

8 Lesson observations show this to be the case February 2017 July 2017 

9 Clear evidence can be easily found to back up self-evaluation judgements in this area, and 
demonstrates improvement over time 

February 2017 July 2017 
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Autumn 2016 
Tasks (including cost and time if relevant) Implementation  Timescale Evaluation  – Personnel Committee & HT Location of evidence 

7 Training session in place linked to class teams observing 
pupil progress 

NL & YS September 2016 
Achieved. Session took place in Sept for all 
staff 

Training plan 

2 Progress meetings with teachers take place, discussing 
individual pupil progress and identifying actions where 
necessary. Identifying specifically PP and PP+ pupils  

NL & SB October 2016 Achieved Progress meeting notes 

4 Bank of evidence begun to demonstrate progress in 
reading, writing, number. Using Salford and developing 
intervention monitoring 

AM October 2016   

8 Lesson observation training in place for Teachers, Level 
3s and 4s 

SB October 2016 Achieved for Jan 4
th
 training day  Calendar 

5 Initial exploration of feasibility for Forest School provision 
through most of the age range 

YS October 2016 
Achieved, looking at specialist L4 role for 
this and D of E 

Email conversation 

1, 6, 8 Teachers meetings to discuss expectations around: 
- A focus what pupils are learning, not what activity 

they are engaged in or ‘doing’, including plenaries 
and AFL 

- Teachers regularly incorporated opportunities for 
pupils to be involved in independent, paired or 
group learning activities in their planning 

- Differentiation was looked at so see how much is by 
task, how much by level of support, and how much 
by outcome. This should include looking at how 
much time pupils spend in self-directed learning 

SMLT November 2016   

6, 7 Teachers meetings to discuss expectations around: 
- Support staff are deployed differently when whole 

class activities are being conducted e.g. used to 
support smaller, more focused groups or individuals 

- TAs are involved and aware of planning, and this is 
displayed clearly in the classroom 

SMLT November 2016   
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3 Trial for revised High Needs assessment in place in all 
three classes 

NT November 2016 
Achieved, students showing progress 
through assessment 

High Needs lead 
progress evidence 

5 Staff identified for Forest School training, training booked YS to lead November 2016   

4, 5 Subject plans to be written by each subject leader, 
taking into account data in identifying areas for 
improvement 

Subject leads December 2016   

5 Curriculum map showing options and routes for learners 
throughout the school, including a guaranteed set of 
entitlement and experiences for pupils 

AM & SB to lead December 2016   

1, 6, 8 Folders and/or ‘learning walls’ in place in all classes 
evidencing thumbnails, EHC Outcomes, prior learning, B2 / 
EYFS evidence 

SMLT December 2016   

2 Resume links with The Lantern School for paired 
observations with some subject leaders  

AM December 2016   

Spring 2017 
Tasks (including cost and time if relevant) Implementation  Timescale Evaluation  – Personnel Committee & HT Location of evidence 

6, 7, 8 Class planning clearly shows the sequence of 
learning for observers and the class team 

SMLT February 2017   

5 Forest School and D of E groups, timings, etc. identified YS February 2017   

1, 6, 8 Follow-up teachers meetings to discuss expectations 
around: 

- A focus what pupils are learning, not what activity 
they are engaged in or ‘doing’, including plenaries 
and AFL 

- Teachers regularly incorporated opportunities for 
pupils to be involved in independent, paired or 
group learning activities in their planning 

- Differentiation was looked at so see how much is by 

SMLT March 2017   
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task, how much by level of support, and how much 
by outcome. This should include looking at how 
much time pupils spend in self-directed learning 

6, 7 Follow-up teachers meetings to discuss expectations 
around: 

- Support staff are deployed differently when whole 
class activities are being conducted e.g. used to 
support smaller, more focused groups or individuals 

- TAs are involved and aware of planning, and this is 
displayed clearly in the classroom 

SMLT March 2017   

6, 7 Review the use of circle time and whether they have 
the best outcomes for pupils 

Teachers April 2017   

4, 5 Peer observations for each subject leader to take place Subject Leaders April 2017   

2 Pupil progress information forwarded to NL & SB. Any 
issues/gaps identified and addressed 

NL & SB April 2017   

3 Review trial for extension to Routes into P4 and 5, 
changing as necessary 

NT April 2017   

Summer 2017 
Tasks (including cost and time if relevant) Implementation  Timescale Evaluation – Personnel Committee & HT Location of evidence 

5 Forest School and D of E groups to start YS July 2017   

1 Graded observations throughout the school take place. 
Identify stronger practice to share and weaker areas for 
development 

SMLT July 2017   

6, 7 Evidence is readily available to demonstrate: 
- A focus what pupils are learning, not what activity 

they are engaged in or ‘doing’, including plenaries 
and AFL 

- Teachers routinely incorporate opportunities for 

SMLT July 2017   
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pupils to be involved in independent, paired or 
group learning activities in their planning and 
teaching 

- Differentiation is considered; how much by level of 
support, and how much by outcome 

2 Progress meetings with teachers take place, discussing 
individual pupil progress and identifying actions where 
necessary. Use CASPA data for Reading, Writing and 
Number 

NL & SB July 2017   

9 Review self-evaluation evidence, leading into next year in 
this area 

SMLT 
End Summer 

term 
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Personal development, behaviour and welfare   Monitoring: Governors Finance and Premises committee 
 

Expected Impact 

1) Provision for pupils in SMSC is assessed, gaps identified and planned to improve through the School Plan 
2) Pupils are consulted on how the school could develop and what the school does well, developments included in the School 

Plan 
3) Behaviour and welfare continues to be excellent for individual pupils and their families 
4) Pupils with anxious, sensory-led behaviour are consistently well catered for through well planned Individual Behaviour Plans 
5) Overall performance in this area can be demonstrated as Outstanding                                                                RAG 

Success Measure 

1 The Governing Body has a sound knowledge of Spiritual, Moral, Social and Cultural learning in 
school through a Governor Link 

February 2017 July 2017 

2 Pupil voice survey undertaken, and results embedded into the School Plan February 2017 July 2017 

3 The school continues to exhibit excellent practice in this area, drawing up case studies as 
evidence 

February 2017 July 2017 

4 IBPs reflect the sensory needs of pupils where it impacts on their behaviour February 2017 July 2017 

5 Clear evidence can be easily found to back up self-evaluation judgements in this area, and 
demonstrates improvement over time 

February 2017 July 2017 

 

Autumn 2016 
Tasks (including cost and time if relevant) Implementation  Timescale Evaluation  – F and P Committee & HT Location of evidence 

Pupil voice survey results reflected in School Plan AM & SB September 2016 
Achieved, though actually no consistent 
outcomes to reflect 

Pupil Voice survey 

Collate several case studies to demonstrate consistently 
high standards in this area 

SB December 2016   

Audit of IBPs, including whether all pupils who need IBPs 
have them 

AM & SB December 2016   

Spring 2017 
Tasks (including cost and time if relevant) Implementation  Timescale Evaluation  – F and P Committee & HT Location of evidence 
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Governor link in place for SMSC possibly on a rolling 
programme. A visits taken place and informing Governors 

FGB March 2017   

Action anything coming out from IBP audit SB March 2017   

Summer 2017 
Tasks (including cost and time if relevant) Implementation  Timescale Evaluation  – F and P Committee & HT Location of evidence 

5 Review self-evaluation evidence, leading into next year in 
this area 

SMLT 
End Summer 

term 
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Effectiveness of leadership and management        Monitoring: Full Governing Body 
 

Expected Impact 

1) The school moves forward with key development areas 
2) Provision for learners throughout the school continues to be Good or better 
3) High Needs provision is recognised as equally important as other areas of the curriculum 
4) New staff have a working knowledge of key areas in SEN, safeguarding and school processes upon starting employment 
5) Monitoring and assessment systems clearly reflect where the school is, as well as development priorities  
6) Highfield’s resources for its learners continues to develop to be at least as good as the other Cambs area special schools 
7) Governors and Senior Leaders have opportunities to develop their skills and knowledge linked to opening the new school 
8) Pupils have access to resources at the new school, expanding the quality and range of what they are able to access 
9) Provision for pupils is improved due to Senior Leaders having a secure grasp of their areas of responsibility 
10) Provision across the school is more consistent for pupils, being ‘at least good’ throughout 
11) Provision is developing over time and is ‘at least Good’                                                                                        RAG 

Success Measure 

1 WRL opportunities, breadth of opportunities for students and consistency in and quality of 
provision for pupils with High Needs continue to improve 

February 2017 July 2017 

2 Standards in other areas remain Good or better February 2017 July 2017 

3 Provision for pupils within our new High Needs classes is led by a senior leader February 2017 July 2017 

4 Induction process is reviewed   February 2017 July 2017 

5 Monitoring and assessment schedule is drawn up and shared with teaching staff, progress for 
each pupil is monitored termly, teaching observed and Performance Management process is 
rigorous  

February 2017 July 2017 

6 Gain confirmation that Phase 2 of buildings development will be reflected in the LA 5 year plan February 2017 July 2017 

7 The Governing Body and Leadership Team, as well as other key staff, have opportunities to shape 
the new school in Littleport 

February 2017 July 2017 

8 Plan in place for sharing resources for learners between the school sites February 2017 July 2017 

9 Senior Leaders are able to articulate development priorities and show evidence of impact for their 
areas of responsibility 

February 2017 July 2017 

10 Long term Inset Plan drawn up, including parental offer February 2017 July 2017 
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11 Clear evidence can be easily found to back up self-evaluation judgements in this area, and 
demonstrates improvement over time 

February 2017 July 2017 

 

Autumn 2016 
Tasks (including cost and time if relevant) Implementation  Timescale Evaluation – Full Governing Body & HT Location of evidence 

10 Regular agenda item included on new school 
development within staff briefing, Governor meetings and 
SMLT meetings 

SB September 2016 
Achieved, though ongoing in staff 
briefings, teacher and SMLT meetings 

Meeting notes 

10 Inset becomes a standing item at SMLT meetings AM September 2016 Achieved, though ongoing Meeting notes 

6 Confirm that Phase 2 is part of the LA 5 year Capital 
Development Plan 

SB September 2016   

4 Induction process – dates each term for all new staff, tick 
sheets in place and entered onto staff files, to include 
behaviours in class e.g. securing quiet entry and exit to and 
from lessons, attentive sitting during a lesson exposition 
and not answering for pupils. 

AM, PE & SB September 2016 Achieved, though ongoing Induction process 

9 Regular meetings in place between HT and each Senior 
Leader, checking on progress within areas of responsibility, 
evidence, etc. 

SB September 2016 
Achieved, weekly for DH, bi-weekly for KS 
Leaders 

Support meeting notes 

7 Draw up detailed annual planner and, share with all and 
hold everyone to actions and deadlines 

SB October 2016 Achieved Teacher meeting notes 

9 Consider ways to join up the practice and progress across 
the key stages to create consistency across the school 

SMLT October 2016 
Achieved. Sharing practice in SMLT 
meetings. Actions added to School Plan 

SMLT meeting notes 

2 Lesson observation training in place for Senior Leaders SB October 2016 Achieved for November Calendar 

9 Senior Leaders all to have a standard monitoring and 
evaluation file to include: 

- a set of headlines that show they know their area 
SMLT November 2016 

Achieved. Though needs development 
over time 

Senior Leader files 
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and priorities 
- numbers of pupils, how many are achieving at 

above and below expected levels 
- developments in their area and why these are the 

focus 

7 Work with the ALT to offer opportunities for staff and 
Governors to play a part in the development of the new 
school 

SB December 2016 Achieved, though ongoing Meeting minutes 

10 Inset plan drawn up linking school direction and future 
needs. Intended impact and evaluation Consider Highfield’s 
CPD offer and how this might support leadership 
development across the school 

AM December 2016   

9 ‘Headlines’ for progress in SEF in areas. Drawn up by 
Assessment Lead with Senior Leaders 

SMLT December 2016   

7 Look at leadership and management training for all 
middle / senior leaders, possibly ‘everyone a leader’ 

AM & SB December 2016   

9 Leaders invited to present as necessary to the relevant 
committee / FGB on their areas of responsibility  

Govs December 2016   

5 A set of ‘Minimum Operation Standards’ in planning, 
assessment, recording, reporting and assessment. are 
included in the Assessment policy and reflected in teacher 
practice 

NL & SB December 2016   

7 Explore SMLT being trained to be part of the Challenge 
Partnership with other schools 

SB December 2016   

Spring 2017 
Tasks (including cost and time if relevant) Implementation  Timescale Evaluation – Full Governing Body & HT Location of evidence 

7 Register for Schools Direct so that Highfield Ely can the 
option to offer teacher training 

SB January 2017   

7 Lesson observation training in place for all teachers 
including making judgements  

SB January 2017   
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Teaching Assistant professional standards reflected in work 
reviews 

SB February 2017   

10 Parental training offer drawn up and tied into Inset Plan 
AM & Govs Curr 

Committee 
February 2017   

4 Review induction procedure and content, making any 
necessary changes 

AM, PE & SB February 2017   

7 Review observation cycle in light of participation in 
Challenge Partner model  

SMLT March 2017   

7 Review the deployment and training of TAs SMLT April 2017   

7 Work with the ALT to offer opportunities for staff and 
Governors to play a part in the development of the new 
school 

SB Ongoing   

7 Consider options around offering 19-25 provision as part 
of Highfield Ely or Littleport 

SB April 2017   

Summer 2017 
Tasks (including cost and time if relevant) Implementation  Timescale Evaluation – Full Governing Body & HT Location of evidence 

7 Work with the ALT to offer opportunities for staff and 
Governors to play a part in the development of the new 
school 

SB Ongoing   

8 A curriculum offer in place for learning across the two 
Highfield sites for students in KS4 

HoS, SB & LH May 2017   

9 Consider thinking differently about the impact of school 
improvement strategies. For e.g.: what thing(s) will change, 
what are we going to do or implement differently, and what 
difference has it made to - participation/engagement/take-
up of course or activity, accreditation, attainment and 
achievement data, enjoyment etc. 

SB 
End summer 

term 
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11 Review self-evaluation evidence, leading into next year 
in this area 

SMLT 
End of summer 

term 
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 Summative Judgements  
 

Area 
Self evaluation 
grade – Sept 

2016 
Commentary on self evaluation grade and judgements 

RAG rating of 
progress – July 

2017 

Outcomes for 
children and 

learners 
2 

Outcomes for most groups of learners is above expected. To move this area to be 
Outstanding, evidence over time needs to be gathered for pupils with High Needs and 
those in Sixth Form. Opportunities for the most able students in KS4 needs to be 
expanded. 

 

Quality of 
teaching, 

learning and 
assessment  

2 

Quality of teaching remains Good. In the academic year 2015 – 16 39% Outstanding, 
53% Good, 8% Requires Improvement and 0% Inadequate. To move into Outstanding 
there needs to be a consistent and clear focus on learning a progress. Teaching 
Assistants should be used consistently effectively in assessing pupil progress. 

 

Personal 
development, 
behaviour and 

welfare 

1 

Pupils continue to demonstrate excellent attitudes to learning. They are highly motivated 
to achieve well, care for each other and feel safe and supported at school. The school 
continues to have a strong track record of making successful placements for those who 
have come from placements that have broken down elsewhere. 

 

Effectiveness of 
leadership and 
management 

2 

Leaders and Managers at all levels know the school well. The Governing Body is strong 
and the school has a clear vision for development that is well understood by. To move 
into Outstanding, all leaders need to have a secure and in depth knowledge of their areas 
of responsibility, improvements to be made, the reasons why and be able to demonstrate 
this with evidence clearly and succinctly. 
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Glossary 
 
AET  Autism Education Trust 
ASC  Autistic Spectrum Condition 
B2  B Squared 
CASPA  Comparison and Analysis of Special Pupils Attainment 
CAMH  Child and Adolescent Mental Health  
CC  Curriculum Committee 
COINS  Construction Industry Solutions 
CP  Child Protection 
EYFS  Early Years Foundation Stage 
F&P  Finance and Premises 
IBP  Individual Behaviour Plan 
IEP  Individual Education Plan 
INSET  In Service Training  
ITT  Initial Teacher Training 
KIT  Keeping In Touch visit 
KS  Key Stage 
LA  Local Authority 
LAC  Looked After Child 
MLD  Moderate Learning Difficulties 
MSI  Multi-Sensory Impairment 
PECS  Picture Exchange Communication System 
PM  Performance Management 
PMLD  Profound and Multiple Learning Difficulties 
PPA  Preparation, Planning and Assessment 
PP  Pupil Premium 
PP+  Pupil Premium Plus 
PSHE  Personal, Social and Health Education 
RfL  Routes for Learning 
SAER  Subject Area Evaluation Report 
SEND  Special Education Needs & Disability 
SLCN  Speech, Language and Communication needs 
SMSC  Spiritual, Moral, Social and Cultural 
START  Statutory Assessment and Resources Team 
TA  Teaching Assistant 
TEACCH Treatment & Educ of Autistic & Comm handicapped Children 
WRL  Work Related Learning 

 
 
Personnel abbreviations 
 
RA  Rachel Ash 
SB  Simon Bainbridge 
MB  Maz Baker 
GB  Governing Body 
PE  Pippa Edwards 
DG  Daniel Godfrey 
EH  Esther Harris 
LH  Lyn Houghton 
NL  Nadine Long 
TM  Theresa Mears 
AM  Andy Munday 
DP  Designated People (Child Protection Officers) 
SR  Sally Rowe 
YS  Yvonne Skillern   
LT  Laura Tatton 
NT  Natalie Tatum 
SALT  Speech and Language Therapist 
SMLT  Senior Management and Leadership Team 

 


